News from WABCG
Editorial
We are now back from our meeting London, where
more than 130 of 28 nationalities met once again
with ISO. Personally, I have come back with four
highlights kept in my mind from this day.
The first comes from our customary ‘Around the
world session’. We heard about the situation in all
our member countries, and realized once again that
the challenges facing us are the same, whether we
are cane or beet growers, and
wherever we are in the world.
It convinced me, once again, of
the power of our association:
benchmarking is a key, and
WABCG is here for that.
And this brings me to the
second highlight I have kept in
mind: the study we made together regarding the way
our beet and cane is measured on delivery. By
comparing with each other, we can take the best
from everyone and go back home proposing the
optimization of our practices. Moreover, we can
move from an obligation – how we measure – to an
improvement for the entire industry: using
comprehensive data, collected by industry, to help
growers to progress by comparing their results with
their peers.
And the third highlight I keep in mind comes from the
challenge we took up this year: to organize a
roundtable with four traders from all around the
world ; they were brilliant and kind enough to answer
all our questions during a two hour session. I think
we all benefited from their views, and I would like to
thank them most sincerely!
And last but not least, is the souvenir I have of all of
us, together. All from the same family, doing the
same job, throughout the world. With this in mind, I
look forward to seeing you all at our rendezvous in
Ribeirão Preto next June!

December 2018
News from WABCG: to be
retained from London
The World Association of Beet and Cane Growers met on
26th November 2018 in London (United Kingdom), and
concluded its work with the following final statement:
“Cane and beet have in common that they cannot be stored,
are difficult to transport and thus depend on a factory to be
processed – this is why growers and factories have to agree
on the way they work together. This is especially true
currently as they go through difficult times together and
with prices remaining at contract lows, despite the recent
recovery.
Firstly, WABCG underlines that a clear and fair sharing
of the value of the products derived from beet and cane
(sugar, bagasse and pulp, molasses and even energy and
electricity production) between growers and factories is
the only way to ensure sustainable cohesion between
growers and factories. Even with low sugar prices,
growers will accept sharing losses…as long as they are
convinced that they will also share gains.
Secondly, during difficult times, WABCG underlines that it
is all the more necessary to give guarantees to the grower
that he is paid for the beet or cane he delivers to the
factory. Paradoxically, in the sugar industry, it is the buyer
who judges the quality of the sold product. For this reason,
WABCG has decided during this meeting to benchmark
how the transparency of the assessment of the value of
sugar beet and sugar cane delivered around the world is
guaranteed. This study has given growers’ associations the
necessary tools to try to negotiate improvements on this
mission, with two goals:
 to insure cohesion within the industry, by limiting
fruitless disputes;
 and to use the data collected by factories as tools
to improve growers’ yields in the field, for the
benefit of the entire industry.
Last, WABCG underlines that the diversification of outlets
from cane and beet processing must be a priority for the
sector worldwide. Cane and beet sugar have exceptional
diversification potential, and ethanol remains the best risk
management tool for our industry. Initiatives linked to the
development of bioethanol should be encouraged and
supported by the sector, industry and governments.”

Jean-Pierre Dubray, President WABCG
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News from South Germany
In south Germany the growing season started out
quite promising; with a warm spring and a very good
development of the young beets. Until the middle of
the season we expected a good or actually a very
good yield. However, the situation changed
dramatically, a bad drought
came. Almost no rain since
June, except of some very
local thunderstorms and
this together with record
high temperatures. This is
why the expectations have
gone down day after day. At
the beginning of the beet
campaign we expected a
sugar yield a little lower
than average.
That’s why we started processing sugar beets around
20 September, 10 days later than planned. In
addition to summer, the autumn was much too dry.
Regularly, the sugar yields per hectare increases
during
the
autumn,
very
different from this
year. The yields
are
stagnating,
because it is still
too dry. To make
matters worse,
the beet moths
have multiplied enormously as they love the warm
and dry weather. They have destroyed most of the
young leafs.
The campaign is now expected to end around the
end of the year. The nine south German sugar
factories are estimated to run 107 days in 2018,
compared to 135 days in 2017.
Overall, it looks like a bad - but not like a catastrophic
year. The problem is the yields differ this year
enormously between the regions, the locations, and
even between individual fields. Some regions, for
example south Bavaria, will achieve sugar yields
above the long term average. In more northern

regions, the yields will fall far below average and
some regions are hit so catastrophically with only 20
% of the average sugar yield.
This situation occurs together with an existential
crisis on the European sugar market. It is now
challenging to motivate the farmers, to continue to
produce beets. Südzucker and beet farmers share a
common goal, they all want to strive for a 120 days
campaign. The beet area contracts are already
signed for 2019 which is enough for the goal.
We are facing a strong competition among the
European sugar producers. This led to a dramatic fall
of sugar prices in Europe, decreasing imports and
increasing
exports. The
German
growers are
concerned
that they will
face an unfair
competition.
On the one
hand,
the
environment requirements are higher than in most
parts of the world and even in Europe, e.g.
Neonicotinoide can still be used for seed treatment
in large beet countries like Poland. On the other
hand, there is no government support for cultivation
of sugar beets in Germany. Different from many
other countries in the EU, the German beet farmers
don’t receive any coupled payments.
As already mentioned, it is still much too dry. Our
farmers have had problems with rapeseed and
grains. In our region we are lacking 200 mm of rainfall
compared to the long term average in the second
half of the year. Now we are looking forward to
sufficient rainfall in the winter to fill the water
reserves for the next planting season.
Dr. Paul-Martin Pfeuffer, Vice-Manager
Verband Süddeutscher Zuckerrübenanbauer (South Germany)
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News from Uganda
Wednesday 21st November 2018 approx. 19:00 hrs, The Parliament of
Uganda delivered a land mark victory by passing the Sugar Act to
streamline the affairs of the sugar industry. The Sugar Bill 2016 had bitter
clauses/areas and if were to be passed into law, the Ugandan cane
farmer would have been rendered ‘a
slave’ to the sugar barons. The
From ‘Bitter’
contentious issues addressed are as
Sugar Bill to
follows:

‘Sweet’ Sugar Act,
Thank You
Parliament!

Sugar Board Vs Advisory Sugar Council
and Representation: Lack of leadership
was being demonstrated by proposals
for an Advisory Council instead of establishment of Sugar Board with Full
Powers. The argument being advanced was that a Sugar Board will be
expensive and bureaucratic to manage. As farmers before the
Parliamentary Trade, Tourism & Industry Committee, we did object to
the proposal of an Advisory Council as this would be subject to power
abuse; i.e., ‘remote’ controlled by those intent to serve the interests of
the Sugar barons.
Our argument was that putting a structure that doesn’t have full power,
such as the proposed Advisory Council was actually an expensive option
when we consider the real issue that we are attempting to address, such
as inequitable distribution of value within the industry.
The Farmers argument was that such a body was unlikely to effectively
represent the interests of the Ugandan sugar cane growers, which has
the effect of perpetuating the current inequitable distribution of sugar
cane value in favour of millers, while at the same time burdening the
farmers with the huge cost and risk of growing sugar cane for two years
before marketing.
We emphasized that this should be the real cost under consideration
here, and not the cost of having an effective body such as the Sugar
Board. We also recommended an equal representation with millers on
the board on condition that the position of chairperson will be rotational
between growers and millers and also government representatives will
have no voting rights.
The Trade Committee generally upheld our position save maintaining
government representative voting rights and an independent
chairperson. The main Plenary addressed the issue of power imbalance
by proposing that since government representatives tend to side with
powerful millers, then the growers should be four (4) and millers three
(3), and maintained that the Chairperson to be appointed from the
private sector and non-aligned to the sugar industry.
Zoning: the most contentious bitter pill in the bill. The entire plenary
(save a few ‘the prodigal sons/daughters’) quashed zoning arguing that
Uganda is a liberalized economy, then why create monopolies to enrich
a few ‘sugar barons’ and enslave own people through discriminatory
clauses such as zoning, which are unconstitutional.
Price Sharing Formulae: as with zoning, this issue had been misinterpreted by Hon. MPs as price setting and/or controls and therefore
arguing for its deletion. As growers who were listening to the arguments
from the gallery, our hearts started sinking because if removed then the
Contracted growers (receiving inputs) from milers would be at the mercy
of the millers with continued exploitation since they have contractual
obligations.

For clarity, internationally sugar sector is governed by price formulae
that determine the sharing of proceeds
between millers and growers as a result
sales of sugar and its by-products in the
market for a whole year. The formula
basically sets the minimum price for
negotiations between the two parties.
In our Sugar Act, the formula for sugar
cane is prescribed as :
Pc = Ps x R x D, where :
 Pc = Average price of sugarcane paid to farmers per tonne,
 Ps = Average price of raw sugar per tonne (for simplicity this
is sugar sold to market at factory gate prices based on supply and
demand market forces, for instance in the first quarter of year a bag can
be sold at Ugx 150,000/-, second quarter can be Ugx 165,000/-, third
quarter can be 185,000/- and last quarter say Ugx 160,000/-) at the end
of year an average price is computed to determine Ps and therefore cane
farmers receive a top-up payment i.e., at start of the year farmers receive
interim or advance payment.
 R simply means quantity of sugar recovered per tonne of cane
milled, i.e., simply this is a reflection of cane quality which is a result of
cane maturity. Therefore, immature cane is discouraged as recovery
from it is low. For example, cane maturity of 18 months mainly gives a
recovery of 90-110 kg raw sugar per tonne of cane compared to cane of
12 months which can give recovery of 60-70 kg raw sugar per tonne cane
crushed.

 D = minimum percentage guiding negotiations between both
parties and for the case of Uganda this has been set to be 50 percent of
sugar sales and by-products. Worldwide most farmers earn in range of
50 to above 70 percent of the sugar industry proceeds and by-products
i.e., molasses, power generation etc. (see World Association of Beet &
Cane Growers Association, Report 2015). Therefore, the 40% which had
been set in the bill and so far based on mill sugar alone (exclusive of
sugarcane other products) was implying that Ugandan farmers would be
earning less than 40% of the sugarcane proceeds.
Therefore, on behalf of Uganda Sugarcane Growers we wish to extend
our magnanimous appreciation to the Rt. Hon. Speaker of Parliament,
Trade Committee Members (endorsed majority report), Hon. MPs in
Plenary debate for re-shaping the ‘Bitter’ Sugar Bill 2016 transiting to the
‘Sweat’ Sugar Act, hence for the first time cane growers will test the
sweetness of the sugar industry value chain. Further, we are also
humbled and yet exalted that H.E. Gen ‘Sabalwanyi’ Y.K. Museveni, put
the Country First and we do Pray and Implore him to assent to The Sugar
Bill to be The Sugar Act as a X-mas gift for his voters 2018 as this period
coincides with the famous X-mas amended constitutional gift of last year
2017.

Dr. Michael MUGABIRA, Coordinator,
Uganda Sugarcane Growers Associations’

Save the dates!
Next WABCG meetings:
3-6 June 2019, Ribeirão Preto (Brazil)
25 November 2019, London (UK)

The World Association of Beet and Cane Growers (WABCG) is the international organisation which groups together the national and regional
associations of sugar beet and sugar cane growers at international level. WABCG has 36 member associations and unites over 5 million sugar
beet and sugar cane growers from the five continents. WABCG is present in over 30 countries, producing 60% of world sugar production.
www.wabcg.org
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